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 : u do the installer....and u already are a developer u know what that means e.g. echo $XDG_CONFIG_HOME and ls -l
$XDG_CONFIG_HOME AaaA: he's on windows e.g. nvm I was about to say linux! oh ok that's why he needs to get

unbanned... for those to work they're on the installer. but it's on an old partition. I have had that problem too and I tried it in a
live-usb and I got to the installer: it does not recognize the locale(s) of my host even though I already did do "setlocale

LC_ALL=en_US.UTF-8" And it did not install other things from my host while on my host: the installed machine does not have
internet connection and host has internet connection so in the installer you have no internet connection? so why do you even get
to that screen? I do have no internet connection in the installer but on the host I do have connection and also I am not sure why it

tries to do it: when the setlocale was done I got to the screen of the installer where I can choose language and keyboard...so it
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could be some sort of localization issue? can you put the exact text on the installer boot screen into paste.ubuntu.com? if I press
ctrl-f1 or something, I can enter the live-usb and I can use "setlocale" and "locale" but after I exit that shell I cannot do any of

those as of now...maybe I need to do that first...I am on live-usb now....I will do that after the install, but I would not know how
to do that with the live-usb as the installer says no internet connection oh. ok so you can get to the keyboard selection screen in

the installer, but can't switch to anything on that screen? 82157476af
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